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This paper presents a method of apptying a system which consists of an Optoelectronic scanner(TV camera or CCD) and 
an IBM/pc computer to obtain the micrograph information from the worn region on the ftank of the cutting part of the toot 
and analyze and process the picture by means of imagine processing and mode recognizing technotogy. The on-line and off
line methods are used respectivety to catcuLate accuratety the worn vaLue, recognize the form of wearing and forecast the 
tooL life.At the last, the optimum valued of cutting velocity and feed are given,which meet the principle of the lowest cost 
and Longest tool Life.lt is proved by experiments that the conclusion of the theoretical analysis and calculation agrees 
with the practical test. Thearticle provides a practical and precise way of checking and controling cutting tools on line. 
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1.Obtaining the waar imagine on the flank of 
cutting tool 

Cu t ting too 1 will be worn after be ing used. The 
wo rn region appears around the corner. There are two 
kinds of wear: the face wear and the flank wear. In 
theory and practice, the flank wear is widety used. 
So, in this research, we collect, process and 
analyce the flank wear imagine of cutting tool. The 
system which has been used in the reseach shows in 
Finl. 1. 
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The system consists of TV Camera,microscopeOO IC), 

Computer and picture monitor. The micrograph has 
been obtained by the system, which is showed Fig.lof 
the appendix. In the micrograph, the worn region is 
closed and irregular. Because of using incandescent 
tamp for lighting, light affects directly the 
clarity of the picture and gauging precise. In order 
to prove gauging precise, the light source must be 
adjust carefutty to make high reflecting Light on 
wear region so the distingush in worn region and 
unworn region are very clear. the imagine must be 
reprocessed with smoothing and fiLtering methods. 
before being gauged. 

2.Preprocessing micrograph and extracting the edge. 

2.1 Preprocess ing: 

Because incandescent is not distriluted equalLy 
over the flank of cutting tooL. the quality of the 
pictures are affected and much disturbance takes 
place in the picture. So the plcture must be 
processed by mediom filter method to cancel the 
disturbance and make the edge of the wear region 
dear. After filtering, the gray level histogram can 
be made to prepare choising the threshoLding, 
which Is the key of making binary picture. 
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2.2 Extracting the edge of wear region 

According to the character of geometric state and 
the value of the wear, the wear type could be 
recognized. The precision and reliabitity of 
recognition relys on the measuring precision for the 
wear geomety. This research improves mesuring 
precision by means of making binary image, extracing 
the edge of worn region on binary picture and 
gauging the edge. 

Selecting threshotd is a impartant step of making 
binary image. When the wear picture is being taken 
by microscope and TV camerL the flank's wear area 
is on the centre of the field of microscope. In the 
p ic ture, there are three parts: worn area, unworn 
area of the flank and other's parts(back ground) . 
There are deferent gray level in three prats. 

WwO(x,y) is defined to the gray level function of 
background.wwO(x,y) is distributed equally over the 
background area (wO). 

The unworn part of the flank reflects partty light 
and shines higher than the background when lighted 
by incandestent lamp. We definite it's gray level 
fnuction as GWl(x,y), which is distributed over the 
area, Showed as wl. 

The worn prat of flank reflect light strongest in 
the three parts of a picture, It's gray Level 
function is HW2(x,y), which is distribute·over the 
area showed by w2. 

Level function of the image can be described as: 

{
w (x, y) x, y E wO 

f (x, y) = G (x, y) x, y E w 1 
H (x, y) x, y E w 2 

Obviously, 

( 2-1) 

H(x, y»G(x, y»W(x, y) (2-2) 
Therefore, the gray level histogram of the image 

is showed as Fig.l.2 

o 
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From these, we can choice the threshoLd for making 
binary image. The binary image has been made that 
shows as the Fig.2 in appendix. 

The edge of the worn area can be produced by the 
methods of scanning, extracting and thinning. The 



P1Cturt, pfDCI!.sserl ~ s,fOW!7. as tlfe 171.3 of t7Je, 
appendix. 

3.Butding gauging coordinate system 

In the theory and pracUce, the toot orthogonal 
plane coordlnate system is often used to gaug/design 
and check the angle of cutting tooL according to the 
Internation Oarganization for Standardizalion. 
Because this research onty uses two dimensional 
coordinate for measurement we buitd the gauging 
coordinate system as follows Fig3.l 

In the coordinate, the coordinate point is on the 
tool corner, the axis of abscissa Is parallel to 
toot reference plane, and the axis of ardinate is 
vertvcal to too 1 referenee p tane. Thes.e axes are 
cal ted re laUve axes. Whi Le the axes, which are 
definited by imaglon system, are catled absolute axes, 
In absolute system, the axis oj refers to vertical 
direction and axis oi refers to Line scanning 
direction in the computerimage system, These two 
e09rdinace systems shoued be posited correctty 
follows as Fig.3.2 

" 
0_--------"1 ...... 1, 

O/~------I ..... 

But, the xoy system often takes conect pasi tion 
to ioj system showed as Fig3. 3 when taking 
mlerograph. In this way, gauging erroes have been 
produced. 

It Is nessary to adjust the relative position 
between ioj and xo'y. The o'xy system must be build 
at the practieal position of cutting toot in taking 
picture, and then rotated or moved unti 1 the axes 
o'xy take correet position to oij system. Taking 
lath cutter with 0° tool cutting edge inclination as 
an example. The proeessing of bui lding and 
transforming relative coordinate system 1s given as 
follows. 
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Fig3. 3 shows the position of cuttlng centre in 
microscope visual field. To constructe o'xy 
coordinate, the Unes, LI and l2, which are the 
projctions of the face and the major ftank of cutting 
too 1 in 0' xy p tane, shou td be produced, then the 
intersection point of tl and l2 ~outd be determind. 
This point could be refered to as cutting corner 
after wearing. 

After eutting proeession, the parts of the face 
and the major flank around the corner have been worn 
partly. So the proJectors of the two planes in o'xy 
are irregular curve. We take regression method to 
ga i n t 1 and L2. 

Cutting corner 0' appears a tittte curve in 
micrograph. Basing on caeuLating every sLope of the 
point on curve, the point which has the lugest 
slope could be selected. Then, the whote picture of 
the wear being taken by camera is rota ted around the 
picture's weight centre until the point with targest 
stope is placed on the highest position of the 
picture. From the highest point to the Lowest point 
of the curve, we can make regression respectively in 
the two direction aLong the right and teft of the 
highest point. 

It be supposed that the points which take part in 
regression are on the edge of the worn area. We can 
take severat x wi th. unequat vatues(xl, x2, "', xn) to 
test independent ly, then we could gain aseries of 
the sampless(xl,yD,(x2,y2),"·,(xn,yn). IF there are 

2 b' • • N( Y"' .... N( a+bx, 0 ) for every x, or y=a+ Xl + 8 1, 8 1- 0, 

(
2
), i=I, 2, ... , n for every point(xi, yl), the 

probability density function iss 
1 1 

2 
---exp [- ---(yi-a-bxi )] 

o....lni 20 
2 

Because yl. y2, ''', and yn are independent for each 
other their coalition's probability density iss 

nIl 

L=I1 
2 

----exp [- --{yi-a-bxi) ) 

1=1 0 v'11i 
1 

20 
2 

n 
2 =( ___ )nexp [_ -- E (yi-a-bxi) J (3-1) 

2 
o .v'11t 2 0 i = 1 

In above formuta, a and b ean be estimated by probte 
method. Obviously, when L has the largest value the 

n 
2 

function Q(a,b)= E (yi-a-bxi) has the least vatue. 
1=1 

The following coupled equations can be obtained by 
deriving Q to a and b respectively: 

'aQ n 
--=-2 E(yi-a-bxi>=O (3-2) 
da 1=1 



dQ n 
--=-2 E (yi-a-bxi)xi=O (3-3) 

'db i=1 
Then we can gain foltowing equations by soving above 
equations: 

{ na+nJi: = n)t, n 

nxa+ E xi b= E xiyi (3-5) 

(3-4) 

i=1 i=1 

In these equations, x is the mean of the xi,y is the 
mean of the yi. Because the xi are not equaL to 
zerre at the same time, the coefficient determinant 
i S: 

n 
n nx I 
nx ~ xi";. 

2 2..) 
= n Ex i -n x (3 -6 ) 

1=1 I 
Obviously, the coefficierlt 
to zerro, so there is only 
of a and bare: 

~= y+'ilX 
n 
E(xiyi-nxy) 

i=1 

i=1 

determinant is not 
resul t. The prohle 

(3-1) 

n 
E(xi-x)(yi-y) 

i=1 

equal 
vatue 

~=----- ------ (3-8) 
n 

2 _2 
Exi -nx 

i=1 
So, the line vegression 
fo llows: 

n 
_ 2 

E(xi-x) 
i=1 

formuLa coutd be obtained as 

y=~ti;'x (3-9) 

Therefore, we can get two line equations 
exprersing Li and 12 through regressing respectively 
from the left and right direction of the highest 
point of the cutting corner. These lines represent 
approximatively the projects of the face and major 
flank of cutting tool be fore wearing. Basing on the 
formulae of LI and 12, the intersection point of LI 
and t2 can be obtained. Then, rotating the peture of 
worn area around the point untit LI being horizontaL 
that is paratled with oi and regarding L1 as o'x 
ax'is and the intersection point as corner, the 
gauging coordinate system<o'xy) could be buitt as 
showed as Fig4 in appedix. 

4.Detecting,ctassifying and recogniging the wear 
state 

The worn state of the major flank Is often 
classified two types: one is refersed to as the 

[31 
ordinary wear which includes cracking without 
sharp deformation, equal wear and corner wear, 
another type is refersed to as inordinary wear which 
includs centricat wear and verge wear. The 
recognazing models which descrrbe these types of 
wear have been buitt based on the geometrie state of 
wear. xl and yl are choiced as characteristic 
constants of describing the wear geometrie 
character.xl and yl are separately defined aSt 

xp 
xL=-- (4-1) 

xmax 
ymax 

yt,=-
yave 

( 4-2) 

In the formutae, xp 1s the coordinate of the 
largest wearing point in the worn area, xmax is the 
largest coordinate of x'S derection, yave is the 
mean of wear value(y),ymax 1s the Largest wearing 
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point of the worn area. They are showed in Fig4.1 

xmax, ymax and xp coutd be obtained by detecting 
the worn area with line scanning then yave can be 
taken out. So the wear model can be recognized 
according to the model schedule made before. 

In addition to recognazing wear state, the worn 
vaLue would be gauging, in this studing. Worn 
vatue, VB', is defined aSt 

ymax 
VB'=-

k 
( 4-3) 

k 1s the amptification of the opticat system. 
Comparing practical VB' to theoritical VB, the 

wear degree of the cutting toot coutd be determined, 
then we can ascertain wither the cutting tooL shouLd 
be changed. 

5.Forecasting the tool life and optimizing cutting 
process 

There are two major ways to forecast tool life: on 
line and off line method. The on line method is the 
way which coutd forecast the tool life effectively 
by using gauging tool such as microscop for 
detecting wear value and state in deferent time of 
cutting process. WhiLe the off Line way uses 
theoretical or testing formula for counting wear 
value and forecasting tool life based on cutting 
data base. In this reseach, on line method has been 
tanken to checking wear value, forecasting tool life 
and buitding cutting data bace. Then, off Line 
method has been taken to optimizing the cutting 
process. 

5.1 On line method 

According to Taytor formula: 
bl b2 b3 

YB=At f v (5-1) 

VB is wear value, t is cutting time, f is cutting 
!aeL v is cutting velocity, A, bL b2, b3 are 
constants. It could be abtained by taklng tagari thm: 

tn VB=bllnttb2lnftb3LnvtlnA (5-2) 
Obviousty, this equation indicates a line in 

logani thmic paper. If the two points on this line 
are known. the equation can be defined. So the VB at 
any time can be determined. On the contrany, the 
tool-change time(tmax) coutd be taken out based on 
the limit of wearing, VBmax. 

Through taking tl, t2 and VBL VB2, to the two 
point equation of Line, the folLowed formula can be 
gained 

lnVB-lnVBl tnt-tntl 

lnVB2-lnVBl tnt2-tntl 



t2 
VB ln(--) VB2 

or: t=t1(--) tl /ln(--) (5-2) 
VBl VBI 

In the equation, If VB equal VBmax, the tool Life 
could be taken. 
In cutting process, there are mamy facts to affect 

the wear state of cutting tool, including regular 
facts and random facts. Therefore, the testing wear 
curves at the same condition are deferent. There are 
ignorance erroes when we determin the relation of VB 
and t. To get higher precision, many sampte points 
such as Ctl,VBl),(t2,VB2»,"" (tn,VBn) have been 
used to determine the relation of wear (VB) and tool 
Life(t) by regressing in the test. So, the followed 
regression equation coutd be taken: 

tnVB= a+btnt (5-3) 
in above equation:a= WB-bTii1 (5-4) 

N 
L; lnTi lnVBi-nlnt • lnVB 
i=1 

b = ----------
N 

2 - 2 
L;( LnTi) -n( LnT) 

N 
L; 

i=1 

1=1 
tnVBi 

N 
On the supposition 
reLated to VBmax iSt 

lnVBmax-a 
Lnt=----

b 
lnVBmax-a 

N tnTi 
LnT= L; --) 

i=1 N 
that VB equaLs VBmax, 

or: t = exp( ) (5-6 ) 
b 

5.2 off Line method 

the 

5.2.1 The way of using generaL Tayler eguation. 
The equation is: 

bl b2 b3 
VB=Aapf v (5-7) 

(ap is the back engagement) 
The equation can be changed as by taking logarithm: 

lnVB= lnA+bltnap+b2tnf+b3tnV (5-8) 
In cutting process, aseries of equation as fotlowed 
could be received by taking a number of four datas 
about ap, fand v into the equations. There are: 

{

lnVBl = lnA+bl Lnap1+b2tnf1+b3lnVl 
tnVB2= lnA+bl tnapl+b21nf2+b31nVl 
tnVB3 = tnA+bl Lnap1+b2 tnf2+b3lnV2 
LnVB4 = lnA+b Ilnap 2+b 2 Lnf2+b 3lnV3 

From these we can obstain: 
(lnVB4-lnVB3)-bl(tnV3-LnV2) 

bl=----------------------
tnV3-1nV2 

lnVB2-LnVBl 
b2=------

tnf2-1nfl 

lnVB3-lnVB2 
b3=-----

lnV2-lnVl 
A= exp [tnVBl-(bllnap1+b2lnf2+b3 tnV1)J 

After determining A, bIt b2, b3, the wear value VB 
corresponding to machine time t could be taken by 
using general Taylor formuLa. 

5.2.2The way of using depierevx formula 

In theory of meta! cutting process, 
formu La i s: 

Depierevex 
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Ilkv aif 
t=exp [--Vam---- +acJ (5-13) 

t= e 

Ilkv, Ilm, aif, an and ac are constants. In order to 
determin these constants, It must be done to taking 
five groups of date: ( 11, VI, fl), ( t2, VI, f2), 
( t3, VI, f3), (t4, V2, f3), (t5, V3, f3), through the 
testing. Then, these data are taken into the 
Logarithmic state of Depierevx formuLa: 

akv am aif an 
Lnt V --f + ac (5-14) 

am an c 
So,We can obstain aseries of 

Ilkv Ilm aif an 

r

lntF - --:- VI - an f
1 

Ilkv Ilm 
Lnt2= - -- V -

Ilm 1 

aif an 
f 

an 

akv Ilm air an 
tnt3= - -- V -

Ilm 1 

Ilkv Ilm 
lnt4= - -- V -

Ilm 2 

Ilkv Ilm 
Lnts= - -- V -

Ilm 3 

an 

air 

an 

aif 

an 

f 
3 

an 
f 

3 

an 
f 
3 

equation: 

+ a 

+ a 

+ a 
c 

+ a 

+ a 
c 

From these equations, we can gain: 
an an 

GB =A -l+G (5-15) 
lnt2-tntl f3 f2 

In the formula: G= , B=-, A=- the constant 
lnt3-lnt2 fl fl 

an could be taken out througt solving (5-15) by 
numerical method. 

In the same way, the foLLuwed conelcision can be 
taken from above equations: 

I_G
am 

--=E 
am 

I-D 
V2 

In the formula:G=-, 
VI 

the Ilm can be taken out 
coutd be determined: 

an( lnt2-lntI) 

an an 
fl -f2 

Ilm( tnt4-lnt3) 

vtl_vzsm 

(5-16) 

V3 tnt4-tl 
D=-,E ,from (5-16), 

Vi lnt5-tnt3 
and then the ai f, akv and ac 

akv ai f 
am an 

ac= lntl+---Vl +---fl 
am an 

So far, Depierevex formula is defined and the tool 
Li fe, t, can be cacutated and forecasted. 

Mostly, the goal of optimizing cutting process is 
for spares to get required quatity and shape in the 
lowest cost. Combining the Depierevex formula with 
the cost formula, we can gain the best cutting 
velocity eVO), best feed (fO) and best tooL life (0), 

and then we can get the lowest cost kO. 

6.Gauging precision 

For the whole system, the errors come from two 



respects. One is produced in process of detecting 
and changing image signal and another is produced 
when image signaL be processed. 

This study onty anatyses the erro coming from 
signal collecling and changing process beniefLy, 
More research on the erro will be given in future. 
Camera len's distortion erro is one of major 
erros [2] [4]. In these erroes, the radio distortion 
erro is very important. This erro has the Lest value 
in the centre fleld of picture,which reaches 0.2-0.3 
image point in sixty percent area of the fleld, and 
lt has about one image element around the edge of 
fleld. Other distortion are so small that can be 
ignored. In our research, the flank wear area is 
posited in the centre of the fleld, so the 
distortior erro is about 0.0015 um in the dlrection 
of x axis and about 0.0011 um in the direction of y 
axis auording to the amptifging time of the system. 

Except optical distortion, there are erroes from 
A/D and D/A board, the research made by the schoL'ar 
of our university shows that these erroes can cause 
position changing of image element and the gradation 
changing of image element. This erro's value ls 
about one image element. 

According to the theory of combining erroes, the 
erro of the system is about 0.5um, It is witnessed 
that the relative erro of forcasting tool life is 
1. 2 percent by testing. 

7.ConcLusion 

As the experiment shows, i t ls a high precise 
and practical method to use Machion Vision for 
detecting and controling the wear of cutting toot. 
This method is difficalt to detect the wear on time. 
because limited by the cutting conditions such as 
using cool liquid ect. But, the development of the 
method catled neural system pave the way for using 
Machion Vision to detect cutting toot wear on Line 
and on time. 
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